The liberal media, particularly the big guns ABC, CBS, NBC, and CNN are refusing to report on the widespread and deadly violence occurring at many “Occupy Wall Street” protests across the country. When they do say something about the violence, it is usually brief and downplayed.

That’s liberal bias by omission: not reporting something to protect or advance a left-wing agenda. We are continuing to document, expose, and neutralize that bias through our various divisions at the Media Research Center.

With the bloody “Occupy” protests, the liberal media are protecting their heroes, such as President Barack Obama and House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.) who, like other liberal VIPs, have endorsed the demonstrations. The top liberal media, by omission, are also helping to advance the class warfare agenda driven by the “occupiers.”

The leftist media have cast their lot with the “Occupy” protests, so when the blood hits the streets — literally — they have to look the other way.

But we won’t. Let’s look at some of the terrible things that have happened, some which we’ve covered directly, as well as many new media, local news outlets and conservative talk radio.

The Occupy protests started on Sept. 17 in New York City and then spread to other cities. By Nov. 10 there were more than 2,700 arrests at Occupy sites nationwide. In addition, there were at least 75 incidents of sexual assault, violence, vandalism, drug dealing, public nudity, public masturbation, and anti-Semitism. One protestor defecated on a police car.

By Nov. 13 at least three people had been killed: One young man was shot to death at Occupy Oakland; in City Hill Park in Burlington, Vt., a veteran shot himself in the head; and at Occupy Salt Lake City a man died from a combination of drugs and carbon monoxide.

While local media have covered these tragic events, the top liberal media — ABC, CBS, NBC, and CNN — have said little.

On Oct. 18, a male protestor exposed himself to children and was arrested. There have been numerous incidents of sexual assault occurring at “Occupy Baltimore” and “Occupy Wall Street.” In addition, from “Occupy Dallas,” a man was arrested for sexually assaulting a woman. By Nov. 13 at least three people had been killed: One young man was shot to death at Occupy Oakland; in City Hill Park in Burlington, Vt., a veteran shot himself in the head; and at Occupy Salt Lake City a man died from a combination of drugs and carbon monoxide.
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Despite the horrors documented at so many Occupy protests, those liberal leaders have so far not denounced the violence or sought to disassociate themselves from the radicals.

In Washington, D.C., our own MRC TV crew documented protestors using toddlers as human shields at an Occupy demonstration against Americans for Prosperity on Nov. 4. A female activist put her two children in a wagon and used it as part of a barricade to prevent people from entering a Ronald Reagan tribute at the Convention Center.

The children in the wagon were also used to block cars from exiting the Center. This MRC TV video was featured on talk radio, on blogs, and on The O’Reilly Factor, which has a 3-million-plus viewer audience.

MRC TV has also documented several instances of vulgar anti-Semitism spewed by “Occupy Wall Street” radicals, and similar videos by other new media have been posted on YouTube. MRC TV filmed one Occupy activist railing, “The Jews commit more white collar crime than any other ethnic group on the earth! And they go un-prosecuted because they can buy their way out of it! Whenever there’s a billion dollar fraud, there’s a Jew involved!”

I sent letters to the presidents of all three networks demanding that they report on the anti-Semitism at the Occupy events. To date, not one network has covered the topic, as a report by our News Analysis Division, Occupier Outrages Omitted, documents.

Last year, when it was claimed but never documented that Tea Party activists had called a congressman the N-word and spit on another lawmaker, ABC, CBS, and NBC ran round-the-clock stories and used the accusations to smear conservatives.

But does anyone recall fatal shootings and rapes at Tea Party events? They never happened. Assault, vandalism, public defecation, heroin dealing and public masturbation? They also never happened. They are taking place, however, at the Occupy demonstrations and, by their silence, the liberal media are applauding the protests, as are the left-wingers in the White House and Congress.

We’re exposing this madness every day, and keeping the public informed about how far left the Fourth Estate has turned. We are America’s news watchdog, on the hunt to create a media culture where truth and liberty flourish.

Sincerely,

[Signature]
L. Brent Bozell III
Founder and President
20 Reasons to End Public Broadcasting’s $460-Million Gravy Train

The ongoing battle against liberal media bias is daunting enough — ABC, CBS, and NBC combined reach more than 35 million Americans every day. Then there’s cable news, Hollywood, and the Internet. On top of all that is the $460-million taxpayer-funded Corporation for Public Broadcasting (CPB), which pays for NPR and PBS, and is nothing more than a left-wing government-run propaganda machine blanketing the nation with liberal story-telling.

The U.S. House voted to defund the CPB earlier this year but the proposal went nowhere in the Senate. A new Special Report by the Media Research Center, Counting the Reasons to Defund: The 20 Most Memorable Leftist Excesses of Public Broadcasting, documents the 20 worst examples of liberal bias in Public Broadcasting since 1985, exposing why the federal news organ doesn’t deserve taxpayer funding.

Let’s look at some of those excesses.

- On his PBS show in May 2010, left-winger Tavis Smiley absurdly challenged a critic of radical Islam by claiming that Christians blow people up every day: “Oh, Christians, every day, people walk into post offices, they walk into schools, that’s what Columbine is. I could do this all day long. … There are so many more examples of Christians who do that than you could ever give me examples of Muslims who have done that inside this country, where you live and work.”

- During the 1986 PBS series The Africans, the Muslim producer and narrator, Ali Mazrui, praised then-Libyan dictator Moammar Qaddafi as helping to “turn Africans and Arabs into masters of their own destiny. … The man is brilliant.” On the show, Mazrui also praised Karl Marx as among “the last great Jewish prophets.”

- In 1994, leftist columnist Julianne Malveaux went on PBS and wished Clarence Thomas dead: “You know, I hope his wife feeds him lots of eggs and butter and he dies early like many black men do, of heart disease.”

- In 1995, NPR’s Loren Jenkins, who raged against the Afghanistan war following 9/11, said in October 2001 that his job was to find U.S. troops on the battlefield: “The game of reporting is to smoke ‘em out.” Asked if he would expose where U.S. troops were in Pakistan, Jenkins snapped yes, “You report it. I don’t represent the government. I represent history, information, what happened.”

- Just before Christmas in 1995, NPR’s Andrei Codrescu mocked evangelical belief in the Rapture, adding it would be good for the world: “The evaporation of four million who believe this crap would leave the world an instantly better place.”

- In 2003, forever-left-wing Bill Moyers railed against the Afghanistan war following 9/11, saying in October 2001 that his job was to find U.S. troops on the battlefield: “The game of reporting is to smoke ‘em out.” Asked if he would expose where U.S. troops were in Pakistan, Jenkins snapped yes, “You report it. I don’t represent the government. I represent history, information, what happened.”

There are 13 more outrageous examples of the leftist bias in the CPB’s programming in the MRC report. Ending the CPB would not end liberal media bias but it would keep hard-earned taxpayer money from paying for that garbage. To read the full report, visit www.MRC.org.
Moore B.S.

Despite the many instances of violence at Occupy Wall Street protests, filmmaker and left-wing activist Michael Moore insisted to CNN’s Piers Morgan on Oct. 25 that the Occupy radicals are “a non-violent peaceful group,” and that the real rioters are the police. “There’s no violence coming from the ‘Occupy’ protesters,” Moore lectured. “What we’ve seen across the country are a series of police riots, where the police are rioting, where the police have gotten violent.”

Moore, reportedly worth $50 million — part of the 1% — further ranted, “These poor bankers, they hate this country, and they hate the people in it and they hate the workers in it. And they’re trying to get away with as much money as they can before that next crash. And they have to be stopped. ... They would like a Soviet style capitalism where they’re the only ones that get to call the shots.” Soviet capitalism? Huh?

What’s He Been Drinking?

In hyping his new book on JFK on his MSNBC show Hardball, Chris Matthews repeatedly claimed that Kennedy, on Nov. 22, 1963, was trying to figure out why Texans were so right-wing and didn’t like him. Odd, Matthews never mentioned the communist Lee Harvey Oswald, who assassinated Kennedy. On the Oct. 28 show, Matthews lectured that JFK “traveled through Texas, trying to figure the state out. What made Dallas so right-wing, he kept asking the two men in the car with him that drizzly Friday morning in November. Why were they attacking him as a traitor? Why were they spitting on his people?”

And again, Matthews hammered, Kennedy was “trying to figure out what was in the water down there in Dallas that made some people so viciously right-wing. An hour later, he was gone.” Matthews then urged people “to order” his book “and discover what I’ve discovered,” which, queerly, is still unclear.

Commie Comment

CNN’s Don Lemon giddily interviewed radical Angela Davis on Oct. 30 to praise the Occupy Wall Street protests, but he never told viewers that Davis is a long-time Marxist and former Communist Party member who twice ran as the CP’s vice presidential candidate in the 1980s. Instead, Lemon only remarked that Davis is a “political activist” and then allowed her to spew her propaganda. “Obama was elected largely because of an upsurge of young people, such as the upsurge of the Occupy Wall Street movement,” Davis droned, adding that “young people refused to believe that it was impossible to elect a black president, a black president who identified with a black radical tradition.”

She went on, lecturing that “we have to guarantee that the Republicans aren’t elected” and that pressure is kept on the Democrats. Lemon never challenged Davis, maybe because her view of Obama’s “radical tradition” is ... accurate.

CNN’s Don Lemon allowed Angela Davis to spew her anti-American views without challenge and without mentioning that she is a Marxist and former Communist Party vice presidential candidate.
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**The Watchdog**

**Democrat?**

Jon Corzine, the former Democratic governor of New Jersey and a former U.S. senator, is mired in the scandalous bankruptcy of MF Global, a multi-billion dollar investment firm that he ran before he resigned on Nov. 4. But as the news unfolded, neither the CBS *Evening News* nor the NBC *Nightly News* informed viewers that Corzine is a Democrat. Corzine, also a former head of Goldman Sachs, has hired a criminal defense lawyer because at least $600 million in customer funds at MF Global is still missing and under investigation.

Nonetheless, NBC’s Brian Williams recited a litany of Corzine’s achievements on Nov. 4, never mentioning his political party. Over at CBS, Scott Pelley said, “Jon Corzine, who is a former U.S. senator, former head of Goldman Sachs, former governor of New Jersey, resigned today. What are the developments there?” Do you think the nets would mention party affiliation if a GOP-run firm misplaced $600 million?

---

**ABC, CBS, NBC: Shh!**

The morning network news shows cheerfully reported on the defeat of an Ohio ballot initiative to limit collective bargaining and a Mississippi proposal to define personhood as beginning at conception. But they totally ignored Ohioans’ rejection of ObamaCare by voting for an initiative to prohibit the government from mandating that people buy health insurance — not one word of coverage.

On Nov. 9, NBC Today’s Natalie Morales breathlessly declared, “In Ohio ... labor unions there are calling the news their biggest victory in decades.” ABC Good Morning America’s Josh Elliott applauded the “big victory for labor unions,” and CBS Early Show’s Jeff Glor harped that “voters handed union workers a victory.” Glor also chirped, “Mississippi voters easily defeated a measure aimed at outlawing abortion.” But none of those intrepid journalists mentioned the vote against ObamaCare. Can you say liberal bias?

---

**Minibits**

- CNN’s Piers Morgan repeats the party line: “But you all know there are elements of the Tea Party who are racist. It’s a trade secret.”
- Also, actor Sean Penn encourages CNN’s Morgan, “You have what I call the ‘Get the N-word out of the White House party,’ the Tea Party.”
- ABC’s Christiane Amanpour can’t contain herself: “The revolution is being televised — and Tweeted, and Faceooked! The Occupy Wall Street protests are suddenly all that Washington can talk about. Are we witnessing the birth of a new kind of Tea Party?”
- CBS’s Jim Axelrod also is aflutter, “The Occupy Wall Street protesters have set up a camp with a food court, newspaper, medical unit, Internet café — even yoga practice.”
- NBC’s Matt Lauer in fantasy land: Does the Republican Party, if they ignore the Occupy Wall Street group, do they do so at their own peril?”
- MSNBC’s Chris Matthews spins the GOP, “They want more people to fry. They love executions. They want people that don’t have insurance to die on the gurney, in the hospital bed. They want that to happen.”
- CNN’s Jack Cafferty just can’t take it anymore, “As a nation, we get fatter and fatter every day, and quite frankly, it’s disgusting.”
- Finally, another Occupy Wall Street protestor rants, “Whenever there’s a billion dollar fraud, there’s a Jew involved.”

---

**What?**

Ohio rejected ObamaCare??

MSNBC’s Chris Matthews rants that GOP wants “more people to fry. They love executions.”
Thanking An Old Friend

With a swoosh the Gulfstream 550 is effortlessly launched into the heavens for the hour-long slingshot from Dallas to Stillwater, the sleek jet headed for Oklahoma State University and the football field bearing the name of our host — Boone Pickens Stadium. The game against Kansas State University is spectacular, a record 58,750 fans roaring their (now) #2-rated Cowboys to an explosive 52-45 victory.

It’s hard to believe this stadium was the scene of the crime five years ago.

In 2005, the energy billionaire tycoon made a $165 million gift to his alma mater, and in some media circles, believe it or not, people were fit to be tied. ABC World News Tonight, with Elizabeth Vargas playing Concerned Anchor and Brian Ross in the role of Intrepid Gum-shoe Investigative Reporter breathlessly disclosed to the nation that this gift was an “audacious” abuse of a “loophole” in that year’s Katrina Relief Act. It was an “apparently legal” maneuver to reap an unfair tax benefit.

The New York Times had different reasons to be upset. When OSU reinvested Pickens’ gift into Pickens’ hedge fund, this was Wrong, Wrong, Wrong. It found one lawyer to say Pickens was “a rich man manipulating charity for his own benefit,” and another to ask, “Is it a conflict of interest? Well, probably.” This after being told Pickens had waived all fees and commissions.

Boone and I chatted about this at the time. “If only I’d used the money to build a couple of yachts instead,” he’d sighed sardonically. Boone responded to critics his way: he increased his giving. Reportedly his donations to OSU have hit the $500 million mark.

So anyway five years later we’re in Boone Pickens Stadium, in Boone’s box — yep, he has one of those, too — and there’s controlled pandemonium, with family, staff, university officials, friends (including a couple of octogenarian childhood mates), alumni and students swarming. The school is electrified. Boone’s money has brought real talent, both in coaching and players, with state-of-the-art facilities taken for granted at Ivy League schools, but heretofore unknown to rural communities like Stillwater. It’s paying off. OSU is in the hunt for a national championship.

Through all the commotion I spy a young black man in a wheelchair, clearly crippled. I watch as Boone’s wife Madeleine tenderly takes his hand in greeting and they chat: there’s a connection there. I make my way over to him to get his story.

It’s both tragic and beautiful. Nate Waters, 33, was 19 when he got into a fight with his mother’s boyfriend. That monster broke his neck. The doctors told him he’d never regain the use of any limbs, but Nate disagreed. Nate is brimming as he recounts this. This is a man who does not accept defeat.

But to do the proper rehab required regular visits to a clinic in St. Louis and a financial investment far beyond his means. So he reached out to others, over a hundred others. One by one all turned him down.

Discouraged and admittedly intimidated, he wrote “Mr. Pickens.” Who came through, assuming all rehab and equipment costs — over $80,000 to date. Nate is now Boone’s guest in Boone’s suite. “Hope,” Nate says emphatically. “Boone gave me hope. I was on ‘E’ when Boone came into my life. For a business maven like Boone to identify with an inner city kid from Chicago like me, that was inspiration.”

Nate proudly waves the arms he was told he’d never move. “And I’m not done yet!” he beams.

I ask Boone if there are others. He shrugs. In fact there are others. An endless list of others. There are medical institutions nationwide funded by him. Brain centers. Cancer centers. Eye centers. Hospitals. For youngsters there are educational programs; for the elderly there are retirement communities; and in between for those in need there are all manner of shelters, mentoring programs, activity centers, meals-on-wheels and the like. Museums have benefited, so have public policy groups and botanical gardens too. And there is money — lots of money — for dozens of military groups, especially for wounded warriors. That one tugs fiercely at this man.

How much in all? I ask. Boone smiles and answers quietly, “This year we’ll hit the billion mark.” Yes, as in one billion dollars in gifting. “And since I turned 70 I’ve paid $700 million more in taxes.” Then he adds almost in disbelief: “And they’re saying I haven’t done my fair share?”

I don’t know if my old friend Boone considered ours a private chat. The hell with it. Think about this charity, you Occupied Do-Nothings, the next time you bash the 1% that have been so instrumental in helping you in more ways than you’ll ever know — or appreciate.
The experts at the Media Research Center are interviewed almost every day on stories of national importance, often reaching millions of Americans daily. They provide analysis and commentary on radio, TV, the Internet, in magazines, books and in newspapers, always striving to help restore political balance to the major media. Some of the MRC's latest media appearances include the following:

**Television**
- **CNBC:** Kudlow Report, Nov. 2
- **CNN:** John King USA, Nov 1; CNN International, Nov. 1
- **FNC:** Follow the Money, Nov. 1; Fox News Watch, Oct. 22, Nov. 5; Hannity, Oct. 20, 27, Nov. 3, 10, 17; The O'Reilly Factor, Nov. 14; Special Report, Nov. 3; The Five, Nov. 16
- **WTTG-TV:** (Fox Washington), Nov. 1

**Radio**
- America's Morning News, Nov. 1
- American Family Radio, Nov. 1
- American Radio News, Nov. 7
- IRN/USA Radio Network, Nov. 2
- Lars Larson Show, Nov. 4
- Mark Levin Show, Nov. 3, 4, 7, 16, 17, 18
- NRA News, Nov. 2
- Phil Valentine Show, Nov. 1, 2
- Rush Limbaugh Show, Oct. 30, Nov. 15, 16
- WABC-AM Monica Crowley, Oct. 29
- WBAL, Baltimore, MD, Nov. 1, 3
- WDRC, Hartford, CT, Nov. 1
- WFOY, St. Augustine, FL, Nov. 1
- WHTC, Holland, MI, Nov. 4
- WIBA, Madison, WI, Nov. 3
- WIBC, Indianapolis, IN, Nov. 3
- WMAL, Chris Plante Show, Nov. 3
- WMUZ, Detroit, MI, Nov. 4
- WRVA, Richmond, VA, Nov. 7
- WTKF, Greenville, NC, Nov. 4

**Print**
- Associated Press, Oct. 31, Nov. 1
- Augusta Chronicle, Oct. 30
- Chicago Tribune, Nov. 2
- Los Angeles Times, Nov. 1
- New York Daily News, Nov. 6
- New York Times, Nov. 6
- Salt Lake Tribune, Nov. 6
- Seattle Times, Nov. 1
- St. Petersburg Times, Nov. 2
- The Atlantic, Nov. 1
- The Telegraph, Nov. 1
- Times of India, Nov. 6
- Washington Post, Nov. 6
- Washington Times, Oct. 31, Nov. 3

**Internet**
- ABC News blog, Nov. 6, 16
- AmSpec.org, Nov. 2
- BET.com, Nov. 2
- BillOReilly.com, Oct. 18
- BreitbartTV, Nov. 20
- Businessweek.com, Nov. 1
- CNN.com, Opinion, Nov. 5
- DailyCaller, Nov. 15
- Drudge Report, Oct. 25, 28, Nov. 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 15, 16, 17, 20
- eTaiwan News, Nov. 6
- Examiner.com, Nov. 5, 16
- FoxNews.com, Nov. 1, 2, 4
- FrontPageMag.com, Nov. 2

On GBTV, host Glenn Beck extensively discussed the MRC/CNSNews.com’s sweeping story about Justice Elena Kagan’s e-mail correspondence in support of Obamacare.

On Fox’s Hannity, Nov. 17, MRC President Brent Bozell blamed the liberal news media for not telling Americans the truth about the violence at the Occupy demonstrations.

On Fox’s The Five, panelists argue whether Justice Elena Kagan should recuse from the Obamacare case, citing the MRC/CNSNews.com’s explosive news story on the topic.

Gateway Pundit, Nov 15
Glenn Beck TV, Nov 15
GOPUSA, Nov. 4
HotAir.com, Nov. 4
HumanEvents.com, Nov. 4
Kaiser Health News, Nov. 16
Mediatake, Nov. 1
MSNBC.com, Oct. 31, Nov. 6
Newsmix, Nov. 1, 2, 18
NYT’s blog, Nov 2
NYT’s Caucus blog, Oct. 31
OneNewsNow.com, Nov. 3
PJTV - Trifecta, Townhall TV, Nov 15
Politico, Oct. 31, Nov. 6
TalkingPoints Memo, Nov. 4
The Hotline, Nov. 1
TheWeek.com, Nov. 4
ThinkProgress, Nov. 1
USA Today blog, Nov. 1
- PARTIAL LISTING
What Can Ensure the MRC’s Continued Success? Planning Ahead.

For nearly twenty-five years the Media Research Center has successfully fought to expose and neutralize liberal media bias. Everything we’ve accomplished has been a direct result of the generous support we’ve received from friends like you.

Our mutual fight is one that will continue for decades to come, and our successes will once again be directly dependent on the generosity of our supporters. The MRC has long offered the opportunity for concerned conservatives to fund future fights by making a planned gift, but we’d never had a formal program in place.

With that in mind, in December 2010, Brent Bozell launched a new MRC Legacy Society to recognize the foresight and generosity of our supporters who have honored us by making a planned gift. These committed conservatives understand that the fight against the liberal media agenda will — indeed, must — go on long after they’re gone. By naming the MRC as a beneficiary of their estate, they have helped to ensure we’ll have the resources necessary to succeed.

We would like to once again thank those individuals who honored the MRC by including us in their estate plans — by setting up a Charitable Gift Annuity, or by naming us as a beneficiary of their will or trust — in 2011:

Steve and Raffaella Feinstein  •  Thomas Linnen
Joe Neiderheiser  •  Richard Helmick
Dae Miller  •  Jim and Melissa Emery

We are equally grateful to those 2011 MRC Legacy Society members who asked to remain anonymous.

If you’re interested in becoming an MRC Legacy Society member, please call Development Associate James Nolan at 1-800-672-1423, ext. 125. He’s looking forward to answering your questions.

The MRC’s CNSNews.com Tops ONE MILLION Visitors in ONE DAY!

Two breaking news reports from CNSNews.com attracted more than ONE MILLION visitors to its Web Site on Nov. 15, 2011. The first exposed e-mails from Justice Elena Kagan, showing her discussions about ObamaCare just prior to her being nominated for the Supreme Court — a clear conflict of interest. The second story documented the government’s ongoing efforts to impose liberalism on children even by adjusting their diets. On Nov. 22, MRC President Brent Bozell held a Capitol Hill press conference about Kagan, demanding she recuse herself from judging the constitutionality of ObamaCare. Read more about it in the January issue of The Watchdog!